June 28, 2018
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Jesi Harris
LACBC Organizing Director
704-277-7332

UPDATED JUSTICE FOR WOON MARCH & RALLY
MEDIA ADVISORY

Who: Justice for Woon, Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition (LACBC)

What: Justice for Woon March and Rally for Safer Streets

Where: Manchester and Normandie, Los Angeles, CA 90047

When: Thursday, June 28, 2018 from 6PM to 9PM

Why: On April 10, 2018, 22-year-old Frederick “Woon” Frazier was killed by a hit-and-run driver while riding his bike on Manchester Blvd. On June 8, Los Angeles County District Attorney Jackie Lacey announced plans to defer the trial of the suspected driver, who turned herself in, until an undisclosed date. Since then, there have been neither public announcements of next steps, nor public efforts by elected officials to address the unsafe infrastructure that jeopardizes the safety of people biking and walking in South LA. This rally is intended to bring awareness to these issues, and to pressure the DA to take action to finally bring justice to Woon’s friends and family.

About Justice for Woon: Justice for Woon is a community group formed in response to Frederick “Woon” Frazier’s tragic death. The mission of Justice for Woon is to make South LA streets safer for people walking and biking, and to bring focus to the lack of justice for those killed by hit and runs.

About LACBC: Founded in 1998, the Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition is a membership-based, volunteer driven nonprofit organization that works to make all communities in Los Angeles County fun, healthy, and safe places to ride a bike. Through advocacy, education, and outreach, LACBC brings together the diverse bicycling community in a united mission to improve the bicycling environment and quality of life for the entire region. For more information, visit www.la-bike.org.
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